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 Forty-two members came out for VGSC Event #14 on the weekend of October 12th and 13th.  

This event was the NCGA Zone Qualifier, so the true gunfighters had their handicap guns fully loaded 

with pops.  The course has been drier of late, but no dirt tornados or tumbleweeds yet.  This course 

has always been a lot of fun to play, but it is nice to see the ball bounce then roll on the fairways and 

the greens.  Our Saturday crowd had complimentary breakfast burritos and a beer at their turn, while 

the Sunday crowd got an adult beverage and chose from the VGSC menu.  Anytime you put friends, 

golf, alcohol and good food together the chemistry always seems right.   

 

 Our low gross qualifier was Sean Murray and Drew Kuehl with net 63.  These two villains fit 

the bill…. One wears overalls and looks like he is a step ahead of you and the other looks like his name 

is slim.  Our low net qualifiers were Bernie Zipp and Randy Gourley with net 53’s.  These two outlaws 

emptied their clips with one wearing a beanie pulled over his eyes and the other with a curly 

mustache.  Congratulations to these two teams who will represent Vintner’s Golf Club in the NCGA 

Zone Qualifier in Monterey early next year.  Although both these teams have a lot of ammo, they are 

going down to a gunfight that players turn around after six instead of ten steps.   

 

 In the first flight Ryan Brennan and Gordy Templeton shot net 60 winning $25 per person. 

With their NCGA handicap their score went to net 55 which you would think would be enough to  

qualify.  This team only missed out by two strokes and was the only team that was within five strokes  

of our net winners.  We welcome Ryan back to the area and love seeing him around the club.  In 

second place in the first flight was the father and son team of Tom and Andrew Pieper. These two are 

on the right side of the law and we appreciate who they are and what they do.  Tom always has an 

eye out for the Vintner’s Golf Club and Andrew was a first responder in the fires.  We congratulate 

Andrew and Rachael on their three-week old Miles who is sure to be an incredible athlete.    

 

 In the second flight Bernie Zipp and Randy Gourley shot net 57’s with their VGSC handicaps. 

As we all know NCGA handicaps instead of VGSC handicaps add some cough-cough to any golf 

competition… but these boys shot the low net with VGSC or NCGA handicaps. Bernie and Randy have 

become quite the team getting the most out of their games, while having a good time.  In second 

place in the second flight was the team of Jeff Kent and Francis Barnes with net 58.  These two must 

have stood back to back with shells flying to get to ten under net, but when the gun smoke cleared 

they came up short.  Their NCGA handicaps were higher than their VGSC handicaps, so when NCGA 

handicaps were plugged into their score it went to net 62.  Another twosome on the right side of the 

law.  This is sometimes what happens when you post all the scores you actually shoot.   

 

 Our next event will be the VGSC Member-Guest Shootout on Saturday, November 2nd AND 

Sunday, November 3rd in 8:00 am shotguns.  This is a two-person team event and includes four nine-

hole matches over two days followed by a horserace on Sunday afternoon.  This is the funnest event 

of the year and we try to give back to our members in this event.  There will be kegs on both days, 

food on both days and great prizes.  The fee will be $110 per player and we hope at the end of the 

weekend you feel you really got your money’s worth. Member’s can choose another member to team 

up with or invite a guest to experience what we plan to be a great weekend.                    


